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[1] The three-dimensional circulation of the Red Sea is studied using a set of Miami

Isopycnic Coordinate Ocean Model (MICOM) simulations. The model performance is
tested against the few available observations in the basin and shows generally good
agreement with the main observed features of the circulation. The main findings of this
analysis include an intensification of the along-axis flow toward the coasts, with a
transition from western intensified boundary flow in the south to eastern intensified flow
in the north, and a series of strong seasonal or permanent eddy-like features. Model
experiments conducted with different forcing fields (wind-stress forcing only, surface
buoyancy forcing only, or both forcings combined) showed that the circulation produced
by the buoyancy forcing is stronger overall and dominates the wind-driven part of the
circulation. The main circulation pattern is related to the seasonal buoyancy flux (mostly
due to the evaporation), which causes the density to increase northward in the basin and
produces a northward surface pressure gradient associated with the downward sloping
of the sea surface. The response of the eastern boundary to the associated mean crossbasin geostrophic current depends on the stratification and b-effect. In the northern part of
the basin this results in an eastward intensification of the northward surface flow
associated with the presence of Kelvin waves while in the south the traditional westward
intensification due to Rossby waves takes place. The most prominent gyre circulation
pattern occurs in the north where a permanent cyclonic gyre is present that is involved
in the formation of Red Sea Outflow Water (RSOW). Beneath the surface boundary
currents are similarly intensified southward undercurrents that carry the RSOW to the sill
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1. Introduction
[2] The Red Sea is one of the most unexplored areas of the
Northern Hemisphere oceans. Most of the available observations are sporadic and sparse in space making any attempt
to construct a picture of the three-dimensional circulation in
the Red Sea very difficult. The only exception is the area of
the strait of Bab el Mandeb which has attracted the interest of
several observational efforts during the past century [Vercelli, 1927; Siedler, 1968; Maillard and Soliman, 1984;
Murray and Johns, 1997]. The circulation that emerges from
these observations is a two-layer exchange flow of the
inverse estuarine type that lasts from October to May, with
a relatively fresh surface inflow and a deep outflow of the
1
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very saline (39.7 psu) Red Sea Outflow Water (RSOW). This
simple pattern is interrupted for 4 months, during the summer
season (June to September), when a shallow surface outflow,
a subsurface intrusion of Gulf of Aden Intermediate Water
(GAIW), and a weaker deep RSOW outflow take place.
[3] North of the strait, inside the Red Sea, most of our
knowledge of the circulation and distribution of oceanographic properties comes from a handful of expeditions that
performed mostly hydrographic stations, and data sets from
ships of opportunity which usually follow the central axis of
the Red Sea. Based on this kind of data and the elongated
shape of the basin, most of the descriptive and theoretical
investigations of the Red Sea circulation follow a two-dimensional approach (in the latitude-depth plane). Between them,
the most debated aspect is the relative importance of the
thermohaline and wind forcing and their role in the circulation and stratification of the Red Sea. Because of the strong
salinity gradient along the axis of the Red Sea and the
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formation of the very saline outflowing water mass inside the
basin, the buoyancy loss (mostly due to the large evaporation
rate) has been thought by several investigators to be the basic
controlling mechanism of the flow [Maury, 1855; Luksch,
1901; Neumann and McGill, 1962; Phillips, 1966; Tragou
and Garrett, 1997]. Others believe that the wind-stress field is
more important in determining the circulation pattern, while
the thermohaline forcing plays a secondary role [Thompson,
1939a, 1939b; Siedler, 1969; Patzert, 1974a].
[4] Very few clear circulation features can be identified
from the observations performed in the Red Sea. Vercelli
[1927], during a winter expedition in the southern part of
the basin, measured significant northward currents close to
the coasts, especially the African coast. During a later cruise
(winter 1929 [Vercelli, 1931]) in the central Red Sea, near
Port Sudan, he observed a southward countercurrent at
depths greater than 250 m in the open sea but less than
150 m near the coast. The area where the most consistent
observations were undertaken is the northern part of the
basin, north of 23 latitude. Two winter cruises (1935 on the
R/V MABAHISS and 1963 on the R/V CDT ROBERT
GIRAUD) acquired several hydrographic sections in the
area [Morcos, 1970; Morcos and Soliman, 1974; Maillard,
1974]. The patterns of the estimated geostrophic currents
agree in general, showing a cyclonic gyre at the extreme
north which penetrates up to 300 m depth and an anticyclonic gyre about 2 to the south. The presence of the
northern cyclonic eddy was later verified by a series of five
drifter tracks during 1993 –1994 which showed a consistent
cyclonic circulation north of 26N [Clifford et al., 1997].
The temperature observations also support the presence of
these features with colder waters at the center of the
cyclonic flow and much warmer waters in the center of
the anticyclonic flow. These characteristics can also be seen
in later cruises [Quadfasel and Baunder, 1993] and can be
attributed to vertical displacement of the isopycnals inside
cyclonic and anticyclonic vortices. Thus the Red Sea
appears to contain several quasipermanent gyres and intensified boundary currents and subsurface countercurrents that
are only peripherally understood.
[5] In this study a general circulation ocean model, the
Miami Isopycnic Coordinate Ocean Model (MICOM)
[Bleck et al., 1992; Bleck and Chassignet, 1994], is used
to investigate the three-dimensional circulation in the Red
Sea. In section 2 we provide a brief review of the atmospheric forcing over the Red Sea. In section 3 the model
configuration and the forcing fields used will be discussed.
Section 4 presents the results of the numerical simulation. In
section 5, results from two additional experiments will be
presented, investigating the different effects of the thermohaline and wind forcing. Finally, section 6 includes a
summary and discussion of the overall picture of the Red
Sea circulation emerging from this study.

2. Atmospheric Forcing
[6] The fresh water deficit of the Red Sea is one of the
largest encountered in the world ocean, due to strong
evaporation, very small precipitation and negligible river
runoff. The actual E  P rate has been highly debated, and
the values proposed by different investigators range from
1.5 to 2.3 m/year [Yegorov, 1950; Neumann, 1952; Privett,

Figure 1. Annual mean distribution of the buoyancy flux
over the Red Sea (in kg m1 s3), using the COADS
climatology (adjusted to recent heat and freshwater fluxes
estimates by Sofianos et al. [2002]).
1959; da Silva et al., 1994; Tragou et al., 1999]. Recent
long-term observations at the strait of Bab el Mandeb
[Murray and Johns, 1997] of the flow and the temperature/salinity characteristics of the water masses involved
can be used to constrain the average freshwater budget of
the whole basin. Using this data, the annual mean E  P
rate is estimated at 2.06 ± 0.22 m/year [Sofianos et al.,
2002]. Little is known about the temporal and spatial
variability of the freshwater flux, and there are large
discrepancies between available estimates [Yegorov, 1950;
Neumann, 1952; Privett, 1959; da Silva et al., 1994]. The
latent heat flux associated with the E  P is very large
(about 160 W/m2); however, the net radiative heat gain
nearly balances this loss, so that the annual mean heat loss
from the surface of the Red Sea is small, O(10 Wm2)
[Patzert, 1974b; Tragou et al., 1999; Sofianos et al., 2002].
The combined effects of freshwater and heat flux add up to
an annual mean buoyancy loss of approximately 27  106
kg m1 s3. According to the Comprehensive OceanAtmosphere Data Set (COADS) [da Silva et al., 1994],
there is a significant seasonal cycle around this mean value
with a large buoyancy loss during winter and a small
buoyancy gain during summer, such that the total range of
the annual cycle 25106 kg m1 s3 is nearly equal to the
mean value. A strong south to north mean gradient in the
buoyancy forcing is also present in the basin (Figure 1).
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well known for thousands of years and verified by many
investigators, details of the wind field estimates differ
between different data sets, especially in the northern part
of the Red Sea. The Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch
Instituut (KNMI ) [1949] atlas, utilized by Patzert [1974a],
shows the strongest winds during summer in the northern
part of the basin while in COADS the maximum winds
occur during winter. Nevertheless, the basic seasonal cycle
of the wind-stress is a very robust feature and combined
with the intensity of the winds it makes the wind forcing an
important mechanism for the Red Sea circulation.

3. Model

Figure 2. Wind-stress fields for (a) January and (b) July
from COADS climatology.

[7] The Red Sea experiences strong and complicated
wind forcing with surface winds that can reach speeds of
more than 10 m/sec, intense land and sea breezes, and
synoptic timescale variability. Since the focus of this paper
is on the seasonal circulation patterns, the high-frequency
variability will be neglected and the monthly mean wind
fields will be used. Due to the existence of high mountain
ranges along the African and Asian coasts, the direction of
the surface winds is orographically steered along the axis of
the Sea. The January and July mean fields of the wind-stress
from COADS [da Silva et al., 1994] are plotted in Figure 2
and represent the winter and summer extremes. Two wind
regimes are present, one in the northern part of the Red Sea
and one in the southern part. The former is influenced by the
eastern Mediterranean weather systems [Pedgley, 1974] and
the wind is from the northwest all around the year. In the
southern part of the basin the wind is controlled by the
Indian Monsoon system, and it reverses from southeast
during winter (October to May) to northwest during summer
(June to September). Although this general pattern has been

[8] MICOM is a primitive equation ocean model that has
its vertical discretization in layers of constant potential
density. An advantage of isopycnic coordinates is that the
vertical resolution of the model can be intensified in regions
of higher gradients and the presence of different water
masses can be identified clearly over the full domain used
in the simulation. This is very important in the case of the
Red Sea which exhibits a complex exchange flow at the
strait of Bab el Mandeb and a variety of water masses
involved in the general circulation of the area.
[9] The vertical density structure is defined by six isopycnic layers and a variable-density mixed layer (Table 1).
The choice of the number of layers and the sq of each layer
was made in order to incorporate all the major water masses
while keeping the model simple and computationally efficient. The distinction between water masses must take into
account the temperature and salinity characteristics, since
the density stratification does not always reflect the presence of a certain water type. It has been hypothesized that
the core of the outflowing RSOW originates from intermediate depths in the Red Sea [Neumann and McGill, 1962;
Cember, 1988; Sofianos, 2000] and so special attention was
given to distinguish between deep and intermediate waters
which possess similar temperature and salinity characteristics and differ only slightly in their density. The bottom
layer represents the Red Sea Deep Water (RSDW) which
fills the basin from about 200 m to the bottom. The layers
above represent the intermediate layers involved in the Red
Sea circulation, and the first isopycnic layer, just below the
mixed layer, represents the core of the GAIW.
[10] The model domain includes the whole Red Sea basin
and a part of the Gulf of Aden reaching to 45E (Figure 3).
At the open end of the domain at 45E, a 0.5 wide buffer
zone was fitted (Figure 3) where hydrography is relaxed
toward monthly mean values derived from the Levitus
[1982] climatology, with a relaxation time of 60 days. In
the present simulations the grid interval was chosen at 0.1

Table 1. Vertical Resolution (Layer Density) Used in the Model
Layer Number

Layer Density, kgm3

Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

mixed layer
1025.75
1026.25
1026.75
1027.25
1028.00
1028.60

surface layer
core of the GAIW

core of the RSOW
RSDW
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cycle. For all of the experiments, the results mentioned here
are the average of the last 9 years of integration.

4. Results
[12] The performance of the model was tested at the strait
of Bab el Mandeb where the resulting seasonal cycle of the
exchange flow was compared with the available direct
observations [Sofianos and Johns, 2002]. Although some
differences in the phase and range of the two cycles exist,
the main result is that the simulation is able to reproduce the
basic characteristics of the observed variability. These
features include the reversal of the surface flow in summer,
the associated intermediate water intrusion, and the seasonal
variability of the RSOW outflow with a minimum occurring
during the summer. The strength of the annual mean
exchange rate (0.38 Sv) is also nearly identical to the
observed one (0.36 Sv). This increases our confidence in
the results presented here, although comparison with future
observations of the general circulation in the area will be a
more definitive test.
4.1. Surface Circulation
[13] The 9-year average surface circulation for the
winter (September to May) and summer (June to August)
seasons are plotted in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. The

Figure 3. Domain and its bathymetry included in the
OGCM experiments. The area indicated by red is the
location of the buffer zone where hydrography is relaxed to
Levitus climatology.

(or about 10 km) in order to resolve the exchange flow at
the narrow strait. The two gulfs at the northern end of the
Red Sea (Suez and Aqaba) are very small and were not
included in the experiments performed. The wind and
thermodynamic forcing applied to the model are derived
from COADS [da Silva et al., 1994] but with an additional
0.5 m year1E  P and 60 W m2 of heat loss to the
atmosphere for the reasons discussed by Sofianos and Johns
[2002]. The model experiments were initialized using the
National Oceanographic Data Center (NODC) hydrographic
data for the winter state. For more discussion of the model,
its configuration, and a description of the complete series of
the experiments performed, the reader is referred to the
work of Sofianos and Johns [2002].
[11] Three different model simulations are presented and
discussed in this paper, which differ only in how they are
forced. Both seasonal wind and seasonal thermohaline
forcing are used for driving the model for the main experiment (E1). Two more experiments using only one of the two
forcing mechanisms (thermohaline and wind) were carried
out (E2 and E3, respectively). All the simulations were
integrated for 10 years. Although the simulations did not
reach absolute equilibrium after this time, the circulation
develops very fast (within a few months) and does not
change perceptibly after that either in its mean or seasonal

Figure 4. Mean winter surface circulation from MICOM
simulation, using all forcing fields (experiment E1). The
result represents the last 9 years of simulation.
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Figure 5. Mean summer surface circulation from MICOM
simulation, using all forcing fields (experiment E1). The
result represents the last 9 years of simulation.
choice of the months representing each season takes into
account the seasonal patterns of the forcing fields as well
as the exchange flow at the strait. Both wind and thermohaline forcing are highly variable at the seasonal timescales, and thus the circulation patterns are expected to
show a strong seasonality. All the fields show a high
degree of complexity with a series of eddies and jet-like
currents. Although the surface layer transport averaged
across the basin is relatively weak (about 0.4 Sv and
decreasing slowly to the north, in agreement with the order
of magnitude predicted from the two-dimensional
approaches), the cross-basin transport is very strong in
accord with previous observations.
[14] South of 18N the seasonal variability is strongest as
expected by the reversal of the wind field as well as the high
variability of the exchange flow at Bab el Mandeb. The
dominant feature in the south is a mesoscale gyre with its
center located between 15N and 16N which reverses from
an anticyclonic rotation during winter to a cyclonic rotation
during the summer and achieves velocities of more than 0.5
m/s during the peak of the winter. Other features present in
the area are weaker and smaller, and most of them have a
transient character.
[15] During winter, a strong surface inflow occurs at the
strait. After entering the basin, this NNW flow intensifies
along the western boundary as a strong boundary current
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with maximum velocities that vary with the strength of the
inflow but are greater than 20 cm/s throughout the season.
After flowing only about 400 km into the Red Sea, near
16N, this current ceases and an eastward intensified
boundary current is observed for most of the remaining
length of the basin. Although this boundary current is a little
weaker and more variable than its southern counterpart, and
it interacts with other features of the circulation (mesoscale
cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies), it accounts for most of
the surface northward flow in the basin.
[16] During summer the northward western boundary
current disappears in the southern part of the Red Sea. It
is during this season that the surface flow reverses and a
strong intermediate inflow of the fresher and colder GAIW
takes place. The model circulation now is relatively weaker
and more irregular than in winter, since both wind and
thermohaline forcing are weaker in summer.
[17] In the northern part of the Red Sea, two permanent
eddies dominate the circulation field, a small anticyclonic
gyre centered around 23.5N and a larger, more elongated
cyclonic gyre centered around 25N. Both coincide surprisingly well with available observations in the region [Morcos, 1970; Morcos and Soliman, 1974; Maillard, 1974;
Clifford et al., 1997]. Although their strength, shape and
extent show some seasonal variability, they are present
throughout the year. The stronger one is the cyclonic gyre
in the north reaching maximum velocities of more than 40
cm/s. This particular feature will be discussed in further
detail later in association with intermediate water formation.
[18] The annual mean surface temperature and salinity
fields are plotted in Figure 6. There is a distinct salinity
gradient toward the north where it reaches its maximum, in
agreement with the observations and simple theoretical
models. The temperature pattern is more complicated,
presenting its maximum at the center of the basin and
decreasing toward the two ends of the Red Sea. This is
related to the very weak wind speed observed in the central
region of the Red Sea where the wind field is convergent for
most of the year. These simple pictures are altered by the
circulation complexity, and areas of minima and maxima are
associated with the dominant features of the circulation
pattern. A better idea of the temperature and salinity
distribution and their association with the circulation and
the atmospheric forcing is shown by the seasonal distribution of the two fields presented in Figures 7a – 7d. During
summer the surface temperatures become very warm with
little meridional gradient over the basin, and therefore the
annual mean pattern, with its maximum at midbasin, reflects
mostly the winter pattern. However, it is very interesting to
note the seasonal variability of zonal temperature gradient.
During winter the highest temperatures are located at the
eastern boundary (especially in the southern and central Red
Sea), while during summer the eastern boundary is characterized by much lower temperatures (especially the northern
and central Red Sea). This difference is associated with the
prevailing winds which induce coastal upwelling along the
eastern boundary in summer and downwelling in winter in
the southern part of the basin. This effect is also reflected in
the seasonal salinity distribution, where fresher surface
waters are found along the eastern boundary in summer
associated with upwelling of the cooler and fresher GAIW
that is advected into the basin at this time of year.
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Figure 6. Annual mean (a) sea surface temperature and (b) salinity from MICOM simulation
(experiment E1, average over the last 9 years of simulation).
[19] Figure 8 presents the 9-year average of the annual
mean sea surface elevation anomaly. Apart from the highs
and lows related to the circulation pattern, there is a downward tilt of the sea level to the north. Since the freshwater
flux is imposed as a ‘‘virtual salinity flux’’ at the mixed
layer, it cannot affect the volume of the basin, but will only
increase the north-south density gradient, as evaporation is
stronger in the northern part of the Red Sea. Thus the tilt is
associated with the steric effect caused by the strong density
gradient through the basin. An additional tilt is imposed by
the static response to the southward winds, as discussed by
Sofianos and Johns [2001].
[20] The annual mean surface circulation and surface
density are plotted in Figure 9 and will be compared with
the results from two additional experiments described in
section 5. Although this is an average of the 9 years of
simulation, including both seasons, some of the most
important features are present, such as the boundary currents, the anticyclonic eddy in the south and the double gyre
system in the northern part of the basin. This happens
because some of the features are permanent and also

because the winter season lasts about three fourths of the
year and presents a more vigorous circulation than the
summer one.
4.2. Intermediate Circulation
[21] The most active subsurface layer is the second one
from the bottom (layer 6), which overlies the RSDW layer
that contains a very weak circulation. Layer 6 is the core of
the RSOW where most of the hypersaline outflow (39.8 psu
from the model results compared to 39.7 psu from observations [Murray and Johns, 1997]) takes place at the bottom
of the strait of Bab el Mandeb. The winter and summer
circulations in this layer are plotted in Figures 10 and 11.
The velocity field is weaker than the surface but involves
several interesting features. It is also much less seasonally
variable than the surface layer. The overall flow is southward, and its magnitude increases to the south near the Bab
el Mandeb due to topographic constrictions and because of
entrainment from the adjacent layers. It is obvious that the
main surface circulation features directly affect the flow at
this intermediate level, such as the the strong gyres in the

Figure 7. (opposite) Seasonal sea surface temperature and salinity distribution. (a) Winter (November –March) and (b)
summer (June – September) sea surface temperature. (c) Winter and (d) summer sea surface salinity (experiment E1, average
over the last 9 years of simulation).
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RSDW is formed during winter in the Gulf of Suez
[Maillard, 1974; Wyrtki, 1974] where that water obtains
extreme values of salinity and sinks to the bottom of the
Red Sea basin entraining ambient water. The Gulf of Aqaba
is thought to be a secondary source of RSDW [Wyrtki,
1974]. Other modes of formation have been hypothesized,
such as open ocean deep convection and formation on the
continental shelf of the Red Sea, but there is no evidence to
support them. The idea that the outflow originates from
intermediate depths was proposed by Neumann and McGill
[1962]. Analyzing tracer distributions (14C and 3He) from
the GEOSECS Indian Ocean Expedition, Cember [1988]
was the first to clearly identify a different water mass
comprising the core of the outflow (which he called RSOW
to distinguish it from the RSDW). Further evidence in
support of this hypothesis is the small rate of RSDW
formation. The only direct observation of the transport at
the mouth of the Gulf of Suez during the winter is that of
Maillard [1974] during 1971– 1972 which gives an estimated deep water outflow of 0.082 Sv, or, assuming that
this is representative of 3 winter months, an annual rate of
approximately 0.02 Sv. Maillard [1974] assumed that this
transport is doubled due to entrainment, so that the total
RSDW production is O(0.04 Sv). This is a very small
amount compared to the total outflow from the Red Sea

Figure 8. Annual mean sea surface elevation anomaly (in
centimeters) from MICOM simulation (experiment E1,
average over the last 9 years of simulation).
north which extend to the depth of layer 6. Boundary
intensification is also observed in this layer, especially south
of 20N. The general pattern of this intensification has the
characteristics of an undercurrent (i.e., opposite to the
surface boundary currents), but the transition point is shifted
to the north and the currents are affected by topography.
Reaching the strait, the velocities in this layer become very
large, achieving values of over 0.5 m/s.
[22] It should be noted that the magnitude of the intermediate depth circulation in summer may be overestimated
by the model because the outflow of RSOW in the model,
while smaller in summer, does not decrease to the very low
values seen in observations [see Sofianos and Johns, 2002].
One would therefore expect the intermediate undercurrents
to be considerably weaker in summer, since they are the
primary conduits for transporting the RSOW water to the
southern Red Sea and the Bab el Mandeb strait. The overall
seasonality of the intermediate depth circulation may thus
be larger than predicted by the model. A related consequence is that the compensating inflow of GAIW in the
overlying layers in summer may be too large.
4.3. Formation of the Red Sea Outflow Water
[23] The location, time and mechanisms involved in the
formation of the RSOW inside the Red Sea basin are not yet
clear. Until recently the outflowing water mass was confused with the RSDW. Most investigators agree that the

Figure 9. Annual mean surface circulation superimposed
on the mixed layer density from the full-forcing MICOM
simulation (9-year average).
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1993], the Labrador Sea [Clarke and Gascard, 1983], the
Greenland Sea [Schott et al., 1993; Visbeck et al., 1995] and
Weddell Sea [Gordon, 1978; Muench, 1988; Alverson and
Owens, 1996]. Although localized buoyancy loss can be
important in these features, the typical atmospheric scale of
forcing is an order of magnitude larger than the observed
structures. Furthermore, vertical stratification and the Coriolis force act together against convective motions. In order
for deep or intermediate convection to take place, two more
conditions must also contribute: weak stratification and a
‘‘trapping mechanism’’ to keep the surface waters exposed
to strong atmospheric forcing for enough time to acquire the
proper temperature and salinity characteristics. These elements are known as the preconditioning phase [Swallow
and Caston, 1973; Hogg, 1973] which can result from a
variety of mechanisms. In most of the known cases, this
preconditioning is associated with a cyclonic gyre where the
stratification weakens due to upward tilt of the isopycnals,
and waters are exposed for a considerable time to intense
buoyancy loss. In the eastern Mediterranean, where the
atmospheric conditions resemble those of the northern
Red Sea (i.e., extensive evaporation), the formation of the
Levantine Intermediate Water is a localized winter process
in the region of the Rhodes Gyre in the Levantine basin
[Lascaratos et al., 1993]. The depth to which the convective
plumes penetrate depends on the vertical stratification and
the time and intensity of the buoyancy flux.

Figure 10. Mean winter layer 6 circulation from MICOM
simulation, using all the forcing fields (experiment E1). The
result represents the last 9 years of simulation.
which is an order of magnitude larger. Recent observations
in the Red Sea [Woelk and Quadfasel, 1996] of the oxygen
distribution verify the distinction between the deep and
intermediate waters. An oxygen minimum at intermediate
depths (about 300 m) separates a relatively new intermediate water mass (the RSOW) from much older deep water
(RSDW).
[24] Cember [1988] proposed that this intermediate water
mass is injected immediately beneath the pycnocline at a
rate of 0.11 ± 0.02Sv, and located the place of formation at
the extreme northern open Red Sea. Unfortunately, no direct
observations are available to verify this hypothesis, and due
to insufficient data, very little can be said about the
mechanisms involved in this formation process.
[25] Since the strength and properties of the exchange
flow at Bab el Mandeb are reasonably well reproduced by
the model [Sofianos and Johns, 2002], its results may be
used to investigate mechanisms involved in the RSOW
formation, possible locations, and rates of production. The
most likely area for RSOW formation is the northern Red
Sea, since the strongest buoyancy forcing takes place there
(Figure 1). Localized open ocean deep and intermediate
convection is one of the most important mechanisms of
water mass formation in the oceans and is present in many
polar or low-latitude semienclosed basins such as the western Mediterranean [Swallow and Caston, 1973; Leaman
and Schott, 1991], the eastern Mediterranean [Lascaratos,

Figure 11. Mean summer layer 6 circulation from
MICOM simulation, using all the forcing fields (experiment
E1). The result represents the last 9 years of simulation.
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noted before, the most significant circulation feature is the
permanent cyclonic gyre centered at about 25N. Inside this
gyre the mixed layer achieves high densities throughout the
year, and at the peak of the winter season the mixed layer
has density close to the RSOW layer. The ‘‘trapping ability’’
of this gyre is also evident from the density patterns. The
mixed layer density and underlying layer thicknesses along
a transect through the northern Red Sea for November,
February, and April, averaged over the last 9 years of
simulation, are presented in Figure 13. These months
coincide with the preconditioning phase, the period when
the strongest intermediate water formation takes place, and
the period when the mixed layer retreats due to buoyancy
addition from the surface fluxes. The higher densities near
25N (Figure 13a) is clear evidence of weaker stratification
inside the gyre, enabling a more efficient homogenization of
the upper water column. During February (Figure 13b) the
mixed layer is very deep (reaching 300 m depth at the
northern end of the basin) and penetrates up to the sixth

Figure 12. Mean surface velocity and density from the
MICOM simulation at the northern Red Sea for (a)
November and (b) February. (c) Location of the vertical
section presented in Figure 13 is indicated by the red line.
[26] The results of the model simulation suggest that a
similar process is involved in the RSOW formation in the
northern Red Sea. In Figure 12 the density and velocity of
the surface layer is plotted for different months representing
the ‘‘preconditioning’’ and actual formation periods. As

Figure 13. Vertical stratification along a section following
the central axis of the northern Red Sea for (a) November,
(b) February, and (c) April, representing the sequence of
‘‘preconditioning,’’ formation, and retreat of the mixed layer
phases, respectively.
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Figure 14. Mean overturning circulation from the MICOM simulation. The thick vertical line shows the
southernmost annual limit of the northern cyclonic gyre where most of the RSOW is formed.
layer (the layer which corresponds to the core of the
RSOW). The sixth layer disappears north of about 24N.
This is the actual formation period, when the RSOW is
replenished through open ocean convection. Following the
formation phase, the mixed layer retreats quickly and the
stratification is reestablished, as shown in the April transect
(Figure 13c). The sixth layer reinflates progressively, filled
with the newly formed RSOW. Also seen in Figure 13 is the
raising of the interface at the top of the RSDW in the
northern part of the basin as the RSOW is evacuated from
the basin, which is a large-scale baroclinic adjustment to the
meridional pressure gradient.
[27] In order to get a more quantitative estimation of the
amount of RSOW produced in the area of the cyclonic gyre,
the mean overturning circulation on a sq-latitude plane is
plotted in Figure 14. Since this is an average over all the
months and the 9 years of simulation, it is a smooth
representation of the mass fluxes inside the basin. The lowest
latitude that the southern edge of the cyclonic gyre reaches
during the year is 23.5N. The total formation of RSOW
north of this latitude is about 0.25Sv or about 65% of the
RSOW outflow. The remainder is formed north of 20N
latitude by entrainment into the RSOW layers. Thus it can be
concluded that the dominant formation region for the RSOW
is the northern Red Sea where the cyclonic gyre and strong
buoyancy forcing in winter provide a favorable environment
for intermediate depth convection.

5. Thermohaline- and Wind-Driven Experiments
[28] Although the effects of the wind stress and the
thermohaline forcing do not combine linearly to drive the
general circulation, it is sometimes convenient to separate

them and investigate the circulation produced by each one
(what are usually called the wind- and thermohaline-driven
parts of the circulation). Mechanistically these forcings
interact through the effect of wind speed on the air-sea
buoyancy fluxes and stirring of the mixed layer, and
dynamically they interact to produce the final circulation
and stratification patterns. With the above caveats in mind,
two experiments with the same configuration, described in
section 3, were carried out (E2 and E3), but with one
forcing field ‘‘turned off,’’ wind and thermohaline, respectively. The main goals of these additional experiments are
twofold: to estimate the relative strength and importance of
each mechanism in the general circulation and, if possible,
to determine the role each one plays in driving the key
features of the circulation pattern presented in section 4.
[29] The annual mean surface velocity fields for the
thermohaline- and the wind-driven cases are plotted in
Figures 15 and 16, respectively (and can be compared with
Figure 9 of the full forcing experiment). It is obvious from a
comparison between the two results that the purely winddriven circulation is much weaker than the thermohalinedriven one. This is not a result of the annual averaging, but
persists throughout the year. Another indication that the
thermohaline forcing is the dominant forcing mechanism is
that in the areas where these two mechanisms compete with
each other the patterns generated by the thermohaline
forcing are the ones that prevail. This is the case in the
northern end of the Red Sea, where the wind-driven
circulation is anticyclonic while the thermohaline forcing
drives a strong cyclonic eddy, which is a permanent feature
of the circulation in the area as shown in section 4 and
verified by observations. In areas where the two results have
similar features (as in the case of of the winter anticyclonic
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the basin. This will affect the eastern boundary where
downwelling must take place. McCreary et al. incorporated
this idea into a three-dimensional, linear, continuous stratified theoretical model and solved for both steady thermodynamic forcing and forcing that oscillates in time with
frequency s. For the inviscid case, the solution at the eastern
boundary will involve waves that are described by the
dispersion relation
"

1=2 #
b
s 2 a2
k¼
1 14 2
2s
b

ð1Þ

where k is the zonal wavenumber, s is the forcing frequency,
sin(q) is the Rossby radius of deformation of
a1
h = ch/2
the hth normal mode (with speed ch) and b = 2 cos(q)/R is
the meridional change of the Coriolis parameter, where R is
the Earth’s radius. The radicand vanishes at a latitude, the
critical latitude qcr, given by
qcr ¼ tan1 ðch =2RsÞ:

ð2Þ

North of qcr, k is complex, representing Kelvin waves that
decay offshore rapidly with an e-folding scale of the order
of a1. South of the critical latitude, k is real and the
waves that are generated are Rossby waves that propagate

Figure 15. Nine-year average sea surface velocity from
the MICOM experiment driven by the thermohaline fields
only (E2).

eddy around 16N), they reinforce each other, producing
stronger circulation patterns. In a very few locations, there
are features of the circulation that appear to be specifically
linked to the winds; for example, the western boundary flow
that is present in the combined forcing experiment near
22N is present only in the wind-driven experiment. However, it is clear that the general circulation pattern of the
combined forcing experiment mostly follows that of the
thermohaline forced experiment.
[30] It is very interesting to notice that the thermohalinedriven result presents a similar type of intensification
toward the coasts as seen in the combined forcing experiment (E1), with boundary currents shifting from the west to
east coasts at midbasin, though shifted to the north by a few
degrees relative to E1. This vigorous and complicated
pattern of the thermohaline circulation is in sharp contrast
to previous studies [Phillips, 1966; Tragou and Garrett,
1997] that predict a sluggish and two-dimensional type of
circulation. Theoretical investigation can help give some
insight into the possible mechanisms involved in these
patterns. A relevant study is that by McCreary et al.
[1986], who investigated the effect of thermohaline forcing
on the setup of eastern boundary currents. If the density
increases poleward, as is the case in the Red Sea, the
resulting surface elevation field slopes downward in the
same direction, creating an eastward geostrophic current in

Figure 16. Nine-year average sea surface velocity from
the MICOM experiment driven by the wind-stress fields
only (E3).
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fields), the new critical latitude is estimated at about
14.5N, which is consistent with the southward shift of
the boundary current transition in the experiment E1
compared to the thermohaline-only experiment (E2). While
it is pointless to press the details of this comparison, these
results strongly suggest that the meridional surface density
gradient in the Red Sea is the main factor responsible for
the transition of the boundary current system from the
western to the eastern boundary at midbasin. This switch
of the boundary current system is an interesting and robust
feature of the circulation pattern in the model that awaits
verification by observations.

6. Summary and Discussion

Figure 17. Schematic presentation of the flow intensification toward the coasts.
offshore (westward). So, we expect a westward intensification of the meridional flow south of qcr as Rossby
waves propagate the pressure gradient to the western
boundary, and eastward intensification north of qcr, as
indicated in the schematic of Figure 17. The essential
physics of this process is that Rossby waves are prevented
from adjusting the basin to western intensified flow where
their group velocity (at a specific frequency) is less than
the eastward advection caused by the meridional density
gradient. Since for fixed stratification this group velocity
depends only on the latitude (decreasing to the north), a
critical latitude can be established in the basin for certain
model parameters.
[31] Direct application of the above formulas to the
model results is difficult, since the stratification and the
thermohaline forcing vary in space and time and cannot be
compared with the idealized functions used in the theoretical model. Nevertheless, using the annual frequency and
the basinwide mean stratification from the thermohalinedriven experiment results, the critical latitude is estimated
at about 17N (for the second baroclinic mode which is
dominant in the Red Sea circulation, presenting a twolayer flow on the top of a mostly inactive layer, as
confirmed by vertical EOF mode calculations). The addition of the wind does not significantly change the circulation pattern but is able to change the stratification enough
to shift the critical latitude to the south. Using the mean
stratification from the main experiment (with both forcing

[32] The numerical simulation study of the Red Sea
presented here suggests several interesting features of the
circulation in the area. The most important findings include
the intensification of the flow toward the coasts, the
presence of the permanent double gyre system in the
northern part of the basin, and the stronger seasonality of
the flow in the southern part of the basin. A particularly
interesting finding is the transition from western to eastern
intensified boundary current regions between the southern
and northern parts of the basin predicted by the model. As
more observations become available and modeling efforts
become more sophisticated, ideas about the circulation in
the Red Sea are changing rapidly. The picture of a sluggish
circulation proposed by the simplified two-dimensional
approaches seems inadequate to describe the Red Sea
dynamics. The patterns of the circulation are vigorous and
complicated. These differences will have an important effect
on the mixing processes and may answer some puzzling
questions concerning the large-scale dynamical balances
and net dissipation rates in the basin [Tragou and Garrett,
1997; Sofianos, 2000].
[33] Overall, the thermohaline forcing seems to be the
most important mechanism driving this highly complex
circulation. The main circulation pattern is related to the
buoyancy loss (mostly due to evaporation) which increases
the density to the north and produces a northward pressure
gradient associated with the sloping of the sea surface. An
eastward mean cross-basin geostrophic current is established in the upper layer. The response of the eastern
boundary depends on the stratification and b-effect, and
two different regimes were identified. North of a critical
latitude an eastward intensification is expected, and south of
it the more traditional westward intensification by Rossby
waves takes place. Undercurrents are evident in the model
results, but show a northward shift with respect to the
surface currents. The reason for this shift is not clear but
is probably associated with the interaction of these intermediate currents with the bottom topography.
[34] Although less important, the effects of the wind field
are also evident in the results, especially at the southern part
of the Red Sea where the winds have their greatest variability and become very strong during winter. The winds in
the southern Red Sea affect strongly the exchange flow at
the strait of Bab el Mandeb and through this the dynamical
balances of the whole basin.
[35] Future observations and numerical simulations can
hopefully produce a more accurate and complete picture of
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the Red Sea circulation. The weakest point of all the
attempts is our understanding of the air-sea fluxes in the
area. Although recent observations enable us to put some
constraints on the fluxes, our knowledge of the spatial and
temporal variability of the forcing fields is very poor. The
use of real fresh water fluxes rather than a virtual salt flux is
another important improvement for future modeling
attempts. The addition or subtraction of fresh water from
the surface of the sea may play a role in the general
dynamics of the area, and give rise to additional Goldsbrough-Stommel type circulation elements [Goldsbrough,
1933; Stommel, 1957, 1984].
[36] The only direct observations of the circulation in the
area of the RSOW formation shown by the model come
from a series of drifter tracks [Clifford et al., 1997] during
different seasons and years. All drifter tracks show a
cyclonic rotation and, although the number is small (5),
they favorably support the results presented here. So, the
scenario proposed in this paper is that a large proportion
(about 65%) of the hypersaline outflow exiting the strait of
Bab el Mandeb is produced in a cyclonic gyre at the
northern end of the Red Sea. This is twice the rate of
RSOW formation proposed by Cember [1988]. It is important to note that the results presented here are from a model
which is forced by climatological (monthly mean) conditions of the Red Sea. In most of the explored cases of open
ocean deep or intermediate water formation, the associated
processes take place on shorter timescales, during events of
especially strong atmospheric forcing [Leaman and Schott,
1991]. The investigation of the effect of the variability of
the atmospheric forcing at frequencies higher than the
seasonal (synoptic timescales) is very important for our
understanding of this kind of process. Thus, a logical next
step is to perform numerical experiments including synoptic
atmospheric forcing.
[37] More observations are needed in the Red Sea to
determine the spatial structure and seasonality of the general
circulation and to test the results of model simulations.
Apart from a few known features (e.g., the cyclonic gyre in
the north) and the well-documented exchange at Bab el
Mandeb, many features of the circulation remain obscure.
Especially near the boundaries, there are few observations,
and these will be essential to determine whether the boundary currents and gyres predicted by these simulations exist.
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